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Introduction
Pattern m a t r i x and proximity matrix are two standard formats used to describe a set of objects. If each object in a set of N objects is represented by a set of M attributes or features, each object is represented by a pattern. The set of objects is interpreted as a N x M pattern matrix, where each row of the matrix defines a pattern and each column defines a feature. Clustering is the process of classifying objects into subgroups based on certain similarity criteria. The criteria used often is a proximity or distance measure. Euclidean distance is a commonly used distance measure. A prox-N. Ranganathan
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The dimension of the distance matrix is N x N . The distance matrix can be constructed by computing the sum of the squares of the differences in the feature values of each pattern with the corresponding feature values of all other patterns.
There are many methods for clustering patterns [3] [4] [5] . One popular technique is hierarchical clustering.
Single link and Complete link clustering are two major hierarchical agglomerative clustering procedures. The straightforward implementation of the single and complete link clustering algorithms can be described as below:
Step 1. Construct the distance matrix from the given pattern matrix.
Step 2. Assign each pattern to a cluster.
Step 3. 
2, Related Work
Several sequential and parallel clustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature. To mention a few, Johnson [15] proposed the first sequential algorithm to solve the hierarchical clustering problem. An efficient hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm using a heap was presented by Kurita [ll] . Hattori and Torii [12] presented two effective algorithms for the nearest neighbor method in hierarchical agglomerative clustering. Many attempts have been made in the recent years to devise parallel algorithms and also develop specialpurpose hardware chips to solve the clustering problem. A two-level pipelined VLSI systolic array for Squared error partitional clustering was proposed by Xi and Jain [6]. Sahni and Ranka [14] proposed efficient parallel algorithms for Squared error partitional clustering on a SIMD machine model with N M PE's ( N being the number of patterns and 1Vl being the number of features) interconnected as a hypercube interconnection network.
The two parallel approaches of direct relevance to our work are [lo] and [9] . Li and Fang [lo] proposed a parallel algorithm for the single link clustering problem, on a SIMD hypercube computer with N M processors. Each PE had an O ( N ) memory and the nearest neighbor distance was computed and stored before beginning the clustering. The time complexity of the parallel algorithm including the distance matrix computation
proposed parallel algorithms for single link and complete link hierarchical clustering, on a SIMD machine model using A-PE's with a parallel memory system and a shuffle-exchange network. The shuffle exchange network was used for inter-PE and PE-to-memory communication. The distance matrix was stored in Ai memory modules in such a way that all the elements in each row of the distance matrix were in different memory modules, thereby permitting parallel accessibility of the distance matrix. In the single link clustering algorithm, the nearest neighbor for each cluster was stored before starting the clustering process, which helped in speeding up subsequent minimum determinations. The time The interconnection network provides inter-PE and PE-to-host/host-to-PE communication. Each PE has an O ( N ) memory. For discussion purposes, let us consider r to be the PE index. We define a routing function: Einear(r) = ( r + 1) mod N. As the clustering algorithm starts by treating each pattern as a unique cluster, in our case, each PE can initially be visualized as a cluster. The host machine has an O ( N ) memory to store the distance values, the associated cluster pairs, the revised distances during each iteration and the cluster indices which are merged at each stage. We also assume the input to our algorithm (the pattern matrix) to be stored in the main memory on the host. The following operations are considered to be unit step operations:
(1) a step of data transfer from one PE to another PE which is directly connected; (2) a step of arithmetic or logic operation performed either on the host or the PE; (3) a step of data transfer from one PE to the host or vice versa; (4) a global broadcast operation from the host to all the PE's.
We first compute the distance matrix from the pattern matrix and then perform the clustering. The distance matrix is stored in such a way that each P E stores the distances between itself and all other patterns. The criterion chosen is the Euclidean distance which is a commonly used measure. To effectively construct the heap, update an element, delete an element and insert an element into the heap we use the standard heap procedures available in the literature [SI.
Single link clustering
In the case of single link clustering, storing the nearest neighbor distance of each cluster speeds up the algorithm by an O ( N ) as the minimum determination during each stage only involves K elements instead of fV2 elements as in the Johnson's scheme. In the proposed algorithm for single link clustering, we use this technique. Though the distance matrix is symmetric, in our case the PE's store the distances between themselves and all other patterns. If we consider the full distance matrix, it can be seen that the nearest neighbor distances of all the clusters will come into picture a t some point or other during the process of single link clustering. The PE's maintain a flag CLUSTER-FLAG to indicate if that particular pattern is clustered or not. The host machine maintains a heap of the current nearest neighbors of all the PE's and also keeps track of which patterns have been clustered at any given point during the clustering. For the single link clustering case, it is enough if each PE stores the first logN minimums, in a sorted fashion. N -1 minimums are required to complete the single link clustering algorithm. In our case, it is possible that two PE's might have the same nearest neighbor distance with the partners being each other. For example, PE 2 may have the nearest neighbor to be y and PE y may have the nearest neighbor to be x. Thus the worst case scenario will be where we have only N / 2 minimums a t the first stage that would participate in the clustering. Storing the first logN minimums in each PE will be sufficient as all the minimums which should be taking part in the clustering will be spread across the PE's. The proposed parallel algorithm for single link clustering proceeds as follows:
Step 1: Once the inter-pattern distances are computed, each P E constructs a heap out of the A: -1 distances stored.
Step 2 Each PE determines its first LlogN] minimums and stores it in an array along with the associated index of the pair.
Step 3: Each PE sends the first element of the sorted list to the host.
Step 4: The host constructs a heap out of the i Y values it receives. The host also sets up an array which is used to identify at any point, if a pattern is clustered or not.
Step 5 The host checks its root element to see if either of the pattern indices associated with that distance is clustered or not. If either of them are clustered, then it deletes that element from the heap. Else, it broadcasts that element to all the PE's.
Step 6 The PE's receive the broadcasted pair and store it in registers PI and Pz.
Step T/: If the index of the PE is not equal to PI or P2, then it updates the distance value between itself and PI. If the index of the PE is equal to Pz, then it sets its C L U S T E R J L A G to TRUE and sends the elements it has, excluding the first element, to the host.
PE with index equal to P I , deletes its first element and rearranges the sorted list.
Step 8: PE with index equal to PI receives the P2 related distances from the host and builds a new sorted list with the revised distances.
Step 9 If there are only two clusters left, merge them and stop. Else go to Step 5.
The time complexity of the single link algorithm is 20iVlogN + G1N -431ogN + 7.5(10giV)~ -94. 
Complete link clustering
In the case of complete link clustering, we cannot store the nearest neighbour distances between the patterns as was the case with single link clustering, because, the inter-cluster distances can get larger. However, by using the heap data structure to store the inter cluster distances, the minimum determination during each iteration can be speeded up. In the proposed algorithm, each PE maintains a heap of all the distances it has and the nearest neighbour is given by the root element of the heap. Each PE maintains a flag CLUSTERJLAG which indicates if it has been clustered or not. The parallel algorithm for complete link clustering proceeds as follows:
Step 1: Once the inter-pattern distances are computed, each PE constructs a heap out of the A--1 distances stored. Now, the root element of the heap in each P E is the nearest neighbor of the cluster that corresponds to that PE.
Step 2 Determine the minimum of all the root elements in the PE's and send the cluster pair associated with that minimum distance to the host.
Step 3: The host now broadcasts the cluster pair to all the PE' s and the PE's store those indices in two registers PI and Pz.
Step 4: The PE with index equal to PI removes the root element in its heap. The P E with index equal to Pz sets its CLUSTER-FLAG to TRUE. a1 to P I , based on the following criteria: if the distance between themselves and the cluster with index equal to PI is greater than the distance between themselves and the cluster with index equal to that in Pz, then they remove the latter distance value from their heap; if the distance between themselves and the cluster with index equal to Pl is lesser than the distance between themselves and the cluster with index equal to PL, then they update the former distance value with the latter one and remove the latter distance value from their heap.
Step 5 Each PE sends the updated distance between itself and the cluster with index equal to PI to the host.
Step 6: The PE with index equal to PI receives the revised distances from the host and reconstructs the heap with those elements.
Step ' 7 If only two clusters are left, merge those two and stop . Else, go to Step 2.
The time complexity of the complete link algorithm is 151@ -6 4 . W -37.51oglV + 74.
Performance Comparison
To demonstrate and verify the parallel algorithms proposed, we implemented these algorithms on the Intel's iPSC/2 concurrent supercomputer. Tables 1 and 2 give the performance comparison of the proposed single link and complete link algorithms with Li's algorithms. We also provide a numerical comparison between the proposed algorithms and Li's parallel algorithm, for clustering a data set with 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 patterns, in table 3. All the numbers in this table are in unit steps. The figures given do not take the distance matrix computation into account.
. Conclusions
Hierarchical clustering algorithms are computationally very intensive. This paper proposes parallel algorithms for single link and complete link hierarchical 121 K. Hwang and K. S. Fu host maintain a heap of the nearest neighbours of all the PE's, we achieve a time complexity of O(!VlogN).
For the complete link clustering problem, even though the nearest neighbours of the PE's cannot be stored because of the fact that the inter pattern distances can get larger, by having each P E maintain a heap of all its inter pattern distances, the minimum determination during each stage of the clustering is achieved in O ( N ) time. Thus the overall time Complexity of the complete link clustering algorithm is shown to be O ( N 2 ) . The proposed algorithms have been shown to achieve reasonable speedup over the previous approaches.
